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Following a short introduction about the current
status of student unre3t and campus disruption, this paper discusses
the contributing factors: (1) the unique aspects of the present
generation gap; (2) confusion on the role of the university in
contemporary society; (3) the inability, on the basis of their
organizational structure, of universities to change systematically
and rapidly; (4) the prominence of reactive, remediational styles in
dealing with students, as opposed to styles which emphasize
prevention and student development; (5) the inability of the
university to act decisively and effectively; and (6) the inability
of the university to discipline promptly and effectively. Suggestions
about what can be done are offered: (1) develop a preventive program
of crisis intervention and conflict management; (2) deal decisively
with disruption; (3) when necessary, act quickly and decisively; and
(4) develop orderly disciplinary procedures and processes. The paper
concludes by urging the university to deal with educational refotm,
and implies that this would ultimately be the most effective measure
in dealing with the problem. (TL)
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FAO In 1964,, shortly after the student uprising at Berkeley there were prediccions
v.4 that American higher education would never be the same again.1 These predictions

appear to have been most accurate. Since 1964 there has been a rapid aCceieration
to of disorders_and disruption and. an escalation. of lawlessness. Accompanying these
NrN disorders has been fear and confusion among administrators; bewilderment and

divided loyalties among faculty, including. humiliation and anger directed
toward administrators Who can't or won't handle arrogant and disrespectful

C:) militants;, sympathetic involvement in disruptive demonstrations by some junior and
a few sensor faculty; sustained apathy among the majority of students t.ihose educa-
tion has beien.interrupted by .radical Activists; and a MOunting mix.ture of rage
and disgust among the general public whose video implanted image ofjhe.college
student has contributed to political repercussions that have.aleadY-severely
damaged.4ligher education and.threaten.to become even more repressive.

Although those institutions where there has been violence and serious
ruptions are relatively few, it is fair to say that during the past five years
nearly all major colleges and universities in this country have experienced

.some form of legal.qr illegal sit -in or other mass violation of rules, many of
them. sill.y_or anachronistic,.but...nevertheless contiribliting toward serious stress.

And-it is unrealistic.tosuppose.that only at institutions where there:is;an
obvious disruption does a disruption occur. Whenever there. is manifest student
unrest ,there Is a massive, often unproductive draining off of student, facultyand
administration energy that may occupy weeks and often months at a time.

I

t:= 1 Sidney,Hook, the Trojan Horse in Higher Education. Educational Record,

Winter, 1969.
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A surge of- public, backlash is e7ident in recent Gallop surveys that show

increasingly large.Amajorities in favor of exuellingcampuS lawbieakers and for
a stronger:.hand op,the part of college administrators. Many also are offended by

__the Appearance.and. dress of students, the various demonstrations, student drug,
habits and their-alleged permissive:attitude toward. sex.

In recent months the college crisis has occupied more tewspapei'StlaCe than
theyar in Viet, Nam. Congressipnal investigation committees have gotten. in the

act.. PresidentNixon.has used several occasions to make it
r

clear that it is "time for faculties, boards of trustees, and school adtiiiistiktors
to have.the.backbone,to stand up. against this. kind of situation."

Unfortunately overlooked-in the furoi,ls the solid record of the students
working tc improve society by helping the pooz, and underprivileged, as well

as their interest In teaching .and other helping ',professions as a career. AlSo.

ovexlooked are the widespread, yet unheralded and unpublicized efforts by many
colleges which have dealt effectively with student.unrest.

,* l'ased on an address given at the Western Area Conference, Financial

Executives Institute,. June 7, 1969.
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This paper is addressed to identifying some factors that are impeding uni-

versities from dealing effectively with confrontations, and to some suggestions

on how to cope with the problem. Because of particularly Black and Mexican -

'Americans, this paper is limited-to a discussion of the general problems of

'studehi unrest.'
7

'CONTRIBUTING FACTORS.- 10:THE CURRENT DILEMMA IN : HIGHER EDUCATION

I. The .Cutrefit Genetailon Gap Is Different

Ever'sifte4"the history Of mail-Wag tecorded-there has been a so-cialled

generation:gap.: The young havt always revolted:against the old. What- is sO

different abeitiithis generatiO0 The evidence'it incontrovertible that there are

some very important different'ds that set thii generation apart from previous ones.

Since the acceleration of telihbiOgiCal change during the'past 50 years-has:

made for some difference among intervening generations, to achieve greater-validity

for this point let us compare the current generation of youth, not with their

father or grandfather's geneeitio'n, but with that of their'great grandfather, who
. .

grew up a_t the turn of the centhr5y.:-

To be sure great grandfather= rebelled against his 'elders: But the-rebellion

was predittable Ana his growing out of fe;t4a4-equally-predirtable. After all he

was likely to hold the same values as hit father - on getting-Ahead; on economic

andIfinancia seeurity, on marriage, the-family, the value of the home; on-close

frienaships, on social class structure and sociar;Mobility. And: he-'had =the- same

kind of prejudice as his elders, basedoh religion and race and social class.

loday'scollege'youth shares few of these-same values:- !Affluence and economic

security ete'"diVensp. Born after the-nuclear bomb was exploded in: Hiroshima,

his entire life* has-been sieht under-this nuclear- shadow =--the awesome awareness

that Man-has the" ability--literally to destroy hittelf. -He'sees war ag irrational,

terrible, and immoral. Great grandfather viewed war as the roll of drums and

distant. cannon, as gallantry, patriotism, manhood and honor.

While great grandfather could anticipate livine-out his life in a reasonably

predictable way in a'relatively:iinchanging world, ""our youth feels time is running

out on him. lie feels powerless and impotent to &TieVith the overpowering problems

of war, racial injustice, over population Andpoverty: Greatgrandfather had

plenty of time to think about the world and his place in it through the imagery

of books and,his.Own'imaginatioh. Events Were historical. The rest of 'the world

was distant and lar:aWay. Today. the instant impact Ofmassmedia - of television,

the computer, and'oth0 electronic:gadgetry---allow little oppbrfunify to live

within one's self andfo ,think apOn'Onet pla'ce.iff.the order of things. The tre-

mendous acceleration in-the- rate' of change-an-erne hugeness
of society in its

oganizations make the student feel pessimistic about ever having the power to

influence corporations;,governments, or even the university. He must with great

speed adapt'inteilediuilifand psyciialogicail7i *6 the raid changes in technology

and social structure. These pressures to adapt quiCkly, Combined -with the-un-

certainities of the draft (and the accompanying guilt for college males that they

are in college rather, than in Viet Nam) make it impossible to predict what life

such :difficulty
will'be likeltgiel6i114fronifivi;"Greaf graildfathek had.no

Then the debate was whether the automobile would replace the horse.



To the student then, if the future cannot be known, ohvioukly one must live
existentially in.the nres'erit. So he retreats into small human groups. He-finds
meat4.in simple, highly personal contacts with peers because, as Professor
Lewik *hew put it, "he can comprehend the significance of a tf:uch, a talk,
or asMile, where (he) cannot comprehend the mutations of the stockmarkee&r,
of foreign pOlicy."2'

BY the time great grandfather was ready for college he had discovered' the
world of work, the value of money and how to.16ariage his own Personal life and
private affairs. He Was part of a privileged 'elite Who could d-gb to college, while
hg. great majority of his peers were already taking on the:-respondibilities of
ad9.ttidpd in the work force and marriage.' Today's college student grows-Op in -a
time when idoleseence has been extended to.an entire decade. We have nelloiltalized

rite di initiation into adulthood. -P-rotessdi Bruno Bettelheim receritlY -reported

to.a House Subcommittee a prolonged period of adolescence "means that one has
reached and even passed the age of puberty, is at the height of 'otie'-s physical

development - healthier, stronger, even hen:isomer-than one has been,- or Wi]1 Vie,

for the rest of one's life but must nevertheless postpone full aduithoodAtitil long

beyond what any other period in history has considered reasonable . . . Andiitis
this waiting for thing for the real life to - which creates a climate in

which a siiable segment Of:StudentS can, at least temporarily, be seduced into
following the lead of the small gioup of militants."3 ::

Thus the adolescents develop their own culture, not with the goals of sociali-
zing people into the larger society as is the case of initiation rites; but as
a-means to form, their own..4.dentities without knowing ultimate adult roles or

caring about thaSe thatjtii6y: Might fill.

II. Confusion on the Role of the University in a Changing Society

An importAnt ingredient in the issue of student diSVent is the question of
the. role and nature of the university in the sixties, seventies, and eighties.
Nearly everyone seems to have an opinion on this Subject.- During the past two
decaZ.as the enrollment of students in higher education has doubled.- Nearly half

of all high school graduates will, attend some type of college this year. Before

World War II this percentage was more like one out of ten - the same percentage
of high school graduates who presently go to college in most European countries.

During the same two decades while enrollments have doubled, the cost of
.financint; higher education is:rising at.two- or three times the rate of 'the economy

itself. Not only has the disruption of the past several years seriously eroded
public confidence infindi*more money to support needed programs in higher
educaplon, but the lack of consensus as to purpose-and function - the place higher
education should occupy in.sirving the needs of this country in the yeara'ahead

also is mitigating against further public"support.

Although the are,wide differences among the educators, public figures,
students and ad4nistrato:rs as to the essential mission of higher education, for
our purposes we.can draw the issue clearly between the following two alternatives.

2 Mayhew, Lewis B., Contemporary College Students and the Curriculum, SREB
Research Monograph No. 14, 1969.

3 Bruno Bettelheim, S' :t: Ito the 7.suse Special Stbc6tmitie6'on-Edu"datfcin,'.

March 20, 1969.
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Should the university continue its traditional function of, searching. for and

transmitting knowledge, or should the university.be an Instrument of societal

change? The first, often called the rationalist philosophy, has the .goal of

developing the intellect to help students cultivate*ason, and solve problems

rationally and objectively. The second, often viewed as the instrumentalist
approach, emphasize;- the full and creative development of the Student, not only

intellectually but physically, socially, emotionally and culturally. The rationa-

list argues, as does Professor Bettelheim, that the function of higher education

Is "preparation for somethingthaf you do later:" The instrumentalist would

-argue-that one learns now how -to solve societal problems while a student by

_relating what is going on in. society directly to his experience in the classroom.

Such-A person, according to Bettelheim, is "no longer a student at all,.because

he clearly- rejects knowledge as a precondition of any meaningful act.Lvity."4.

Elaborating on the same view is William V. Shannon, one of the senior editors

of theNew York Times, who wrote recently "The University isn't a forum for

political action. It isn't-a training ground for revolutionaries. Itisn'ta
residential facility for the psychiatrically maladjusted, It isn't a theater

for-the;actingoutof-racial fears and phantasies. Other institutions exist in

society to-eet,these human-reeds, but the University doesn't. . . The UniverSity

is a quiet place deliberately insulated from the conflicts and pressures of the

larger society around it. Reason and stability are essential to its very nature

becauSe its-aimfis truth,,not power and because its only resources are ideas, not

gunsior votes or money."5
.

:
.

. .

But alas. Although this beautiful description, of the "ivory tOwee'cifidel

of learning typifies the nostalgia of alumni who recall their own halcyon d'Ajrs

among?the-halls:-of,ivy, except for those few mpnastic-like. retreats tucked away

in the hills, the ivory tower no longer exists in this country. There is no

limeAo,"think,and reflect",:and_ifis.difficult if not impossible to.7insulate"

thepOversity fromsodiety, :Students bring theiproblems of society-with them

through it4P!:gates,:of thecimpus:intothe,classrdom. So do the The over-

=whelming -urgency of the- urbaR.crisispoverty. the Viet Nam mar,'the omnipresent

threat of nuclear war; inhumanity, disease, pollution of our stteaMs.:And-the.

stmosphere:and other: human-,linked problems, the StudentS say, just will not wait

-four :years while:we search for the truth and learn hoW-to think! ,

What Shannon,essentially-issaying is that we should defend the faith, that

the universities Are allright as. they stand nowAnd anybody.who Challenges them

should-be-put down. .Well,the universities are not allright. Certainly there-is

no consensus in- society-on this point, although, to be Sure there is-clear

Consensus that disruption _must bej;topped. But here we deal only with symptoMs,

not the causes of student unrest. Students want to know how they can do their

part in solving the human problems of this world. They feel colleges' are' not-

providing them with the necessary tools to do so.

- -There is mounting evidence that society agrees With the students on this

score. In a recent study of.parent attitudes, for example, more parents ranked

the instrumentalist philosophy which emphasizes the total development of the

studentthan ranked
4 Bettelheim, op. cit.

5 William.V. Shannon -in the Denver Post, Hay, 4, 1969.



tIze=dtionalist approach to higher education.6 But there is great dissension
within higher education on this question. Professor J. S. Tonsor of the University
of Michigan recently asserted that it's up to the student and his parents to find
the kind of school that will meet the needs of the student. Hence they would have
to shop around and try to find an institution that would cater to whatever in-
terests the student might have.? The unreality of that view is obvious when one
considers over half of the students'who come to college have no idea why they are
there, except that it is the thing to do. Tonsor's position also suggests that
parents have the financial means to send their son or daughter anywhere they
wish. This is just not so. It is increasingly clear the urban university is
going to carry the enrollment load simply because students cannot afford to live
away from home. Therefore, if the local institution does not meet the student's
needs he has no choice but to go elsewhere.

The evidence on the side of academic inadequacy is most persuasive. To the
charges of poor teaching methods, irrelevance of the curriculum, inadaptability
to the changes wrought by science and technology there is no doubt higher education
must plead guilty. Professors persist in utilizing pedantic teaching methods that
.-have changed little over the past 300 years despite many innovations, including the
ready availability of very creative means of utilizing electronic inventions to
greatly enhance tnd facilitate the teaching and learning process. Ironically the
very professors who teach business industry, and government how to improve their
organizational effectiveness, efficiency and output, seem incapable of applying
their know-how toward improving the University! There can be little doubt that
the function and structure of higher education must be overhauled very drastically
in the next decade to meet societal and student demands. The public cannot and
will not continue to foot the bill to do "moreof the same" when there is some
real doubt that the "same" is appropriate. All this is aside froM the enormous
problem of restoring public confidence in higher education's ability to deal
with disorder.

III. Inability to Change Systematically and Rapidly

Some of the same problems that plague the college 4n its inability to gain
-consensus on its role in a period of rapid change also ovierate to inhibit it from

changing itself systematically and rapidly as an institution.

The lack of authority of liberal college administrations to bring about rapid
change is due in part to the balance of power. The faculty controls the curricu-
lum, admissions requirements, graduation and degree requirements and other crucial
functions. The faculty finds changing its own structures and requirements most
-difficultfand most time consuming. And there seems to be little motivation to
Modernize procedures.

Colleges and universities are so organized that the only way they can take on
new interests is by accretion. Everything is an add on. For every course dropped,
for-instance, it seems half 'dozen new ones are added - one of the reasons why the
costs of higher education are rising at two or three times the rate of the economy
itself.

6 Burns B. Crookston. A Study of Attitudes Concerning University Relationships
-.with Students. NASPA Journal 5:2, October, 1967, pp. 134-139

7 J. S. Tonsor. Address before National Association of Manufacturers, April 1,
1969.



Avenues toward eliminating less relevant commitments in order to meet new
challengesare.few in number. The problem of establishing new priorities
of course,-inevitably linked to-eliminating some of the old functiondand old
priorities. This the.academic man finds difficult to do.

In order to increase the effectiveness of college teaching the whole, Ph.D.
:
system would have to be drastically modified or a new teaching. degree developed to
giVe dignity and emphasis to the art of teaching. The Ph.D. is a research.degree.
-Those who can achieire it are supposed to know their subject -and therefore know
how to teach it, an assumption that unfortunately does not hold in many, many
cases.

Just as the colleges have been imposing higher and higher course requirement
standards on high schools as prerequisites for college, so the graduate schools
are imposing more and more requirements on undergraduate colleges to qualify

..

studentOjor admission. to graduate 'dchool. Furthermore. the whole systemofac-
_ ..,

creditatiOn, deipite its original laudable purpose of setting and raising standards,laudable
has created a stranglehold on the.aliility of a given.coliege department, to;

!f!. ,, ,

.,
into itigoVative.prograMd:lest.they losetheir Accreditation. ,Amalor university
is accredited by :literally dozens if not hundreds of agencies. ,The result= of all

. . - - - ; ,-, _ .

ofthiS 'accreditation is to .impose unifcrmity on the American -system of higher
educatiOn_ - a-straitjacket-that is extremely difficult to :get out of when one

thinks of innovation and rapWchange in college course offerings and teaching.
imethOdoloiy.

president _Howard R. Bowen of the-University of Iowa said,.."We-have *eMployed

thOdands of faculty, raided dalaries and-fringe benefits, built buildings,.
.,,,. :*- .

purchased,,books_and equipment,. entered .new academic fields and organized new
institutions but we have not devided'a.form of liberal !education,thatjits4he
late Twentieth Century."8 _ .1.

_IV. Lack of-Preventive and Student Development programs

,Although Societal changes and the generalstudent revolt of the sixties have_
'been*primari/y responsible-for the demise of the in loco parent's, function of the

. ,
demise

dealege"in regulating the liyes of.the.students outside the classroom,.the ._ .

colleges have been unable to adjust and modify staff approaches with students in
ways that more effectively respond to the resultant new student responsibilities.

,...::: : ..

117 general, until recent yeais the educational approach of student .personnel

.4eind'and staff has been baded,on,cdntrol.of students .and.remed'ation....Historic-
41.y-the university has Played 'a very. passive role in relatingytostudents04t,-
Side the classroom. The deans-of students tried to be the friendly helper .and:
counselor, but essentially they waited around for something to happen and then
reacted. If the student fell .apart emotionally or physically they helped- put him

'tiiiether.thro* Cunseling.and.helth programs. If he got in behavioral trouble
the:deans-punished and rehabilitated. AsdoUnselors.student_personnel.staff.
were not :exPeCted to -take positions on any,real.issue. And because ,they have

been -linked with the administration there have been implicit or explicit expec-
tations that they not speak out.

, .

,

This reactive,
1
remediatonal style; and, fapultY func-

. ". 1
i p4

8.....11oward.24,0,Bowen. *University of Iowa,. Speculator,, April, 1969,,,..



tinning does not work.with the current generation of college students. Colleges

that have not recognized this fact.are among those experiencing the most serious

student revolts. -The new style of.dealing with students outside the classroom
must emphasize prevention and student development. Staff can no longer play the

passive, waiting game. They must get out on the campus and attempt to influence

the students "where its at." Such interventions include getting students to look

at their contemplated action. Hopefully students are made aware that when they do
something destructive, when they do something to injure others, they are essentially

making a statement on how they choose to live their lives. If students are worked
with in this way, the chances are improved they will modify any decision to act
in ways that may be harmful to others.

The point is those'who are most effective with students of the seventies are
no longer either the guidance counselor, or reactive, tough disciplinarians.
-Neither.is likely to survive in this volatile student area. The student development
faculty, member of the.seventies.must be a.specially trained applied behavioral
scientist - a combination teacher, trainer, researcher and counselor - functioning
essentially.asa.teacher outside the classroom.- He is a key factor in the de-

velopment of the student as a significant individual and effective citizen.9

14i Inability of the University to Act Decisively and Effectively.

10117.:11.41/.e the disruptors been permitted to persist on college campuses?

Why haven't ;presidents and deans been able to handle the situation promptly and',

foxthrightly? Is it a question of being gutless or spineless as is often chafged?
In responding to these questions let us -consider the following factors: .*

. A. The _tactics":of.:confrontation are not understood. It appears that rela-

tively few nniversity%administrators understand the tactics of confrontation.
If one is Xo review carefully student revolutionary literature as well as the
disruptive tactics being utilized in colleges and universities a rather clear

:.,and,predictabie pattern emerges that is strikingly parallel td the revolutionary
tactics utilized by the labor movement during the early decades of this century.

Ten.strategies can be readily identified:

lAIstaLgetarLIEDIe.:- In the early 1900 it- was easy for labor toidentify-
a number of issues resulting from low pay, poor working conditions, lack of fringe

;benefits, etc. It is :also easy for college activists to identify a number of

issues such as irrelevance of curricula, poor teaching, lack of interest in
students by professors, the war in Viet Nam, or the failure of society to solve

its problems.

It is important that: the.icsue be one with which the masses can readily

identify::) Appeal-to them'atithe."gUt level" - an issue about which they have
very-strong feelings.,...In colleges this often mewls 'exploiting what on the surface

appears. to be. relatively insignificant issues. At a western state university for.
example., student activists .began their climb to power by enlisting strong

support for a campaign to eliminate women's housing regulations. This issue gave

the activists enough voting support to sweep them into power in student government.
While 'their real goal was, .and still is education .reform, they could not get an
apathetic student body :to_rally behind so comprehensive an issue, so they continued

to

9 Weston Morrill, Allen-E: Ivey and E. R. Oetting. The College Counseling Center -

A Center for Student Development. In Heston and Frick, Counseling for the

Liberal Arts College. Antioch Press, 1968, pp. 141-157.



work on those issues where they could get support. Next on the list was to gain

"student control".of the Student Center. While in actual fact students haVe had

policy control for years, but failed to effectively exercise it, the general
student body being unaware of this, the student leaders could make a great issue
.of. it and then claim "victory" when the University "capitulated" to their demands.
'Coupled with the issue of control of the Student Center was the demand that 3.2
beer be served there. In a State where 3.2. beer is legal for 18 year-olds this

was a sure-fire issue-to gain great support. It did. The idea was then to shift

this .gained support into some other more pressing and critical issues in the
general area of educational reform.

Second, identify a common enemy. In the case of labor, the enemy was, of

-course, management. To the college students the target is easily identified as

the."adMinistration". Identifying a common enemy is nothing more than the old

business of finding a scapegoat everyone can hate. It seems to build solidarity

in a group when there is a person or group who can'be identified as being respon-

sible for all their miseries. Hitler did this by blaming Germany's troubles 'on

Jews. In our own national history we have at various times blamed our problems
on Catholics, Jews, Blacks, Indians and others.

Third," make a list of demands. It is important that this-list'contain a
few reasonable demands, but the great majority should be unrealistic and unreasona-

ble - enczy (management.or the university administration)

cannot possibly accede to The rhetoric of these ''demands" should,be replete'"
with epithets and emotionally charged language designed to further convince the
group that%the "enemy" is really the enemy, while at the same-time :caldulated to

get the management "up tight" - to behave angrily, defensively and, consequently,

repressively. If the establishment does:sa react it is used As justiiication for

the use of force or violence. Obviously, the" revolutionary leader will say, the

enemy can be dealt with-ilifno other way.

Fourth, threaten violence. Having convinced the revolting group that violence
may-be not-only necessary; but legitimate,:.it is important to mobilize the group

in such a way as to make violence appear very probable, even "necessary"-to attain
the desired outcome. This is a dramatic change in tactics from the pattern of
nonviolence-typified by the lunch counter sit-ins during the Civil Rights move-

mentAxfthe early sixties. Here it must be.stressed that, except for the vety-
few revolutionaries and anarchists, the:mast majority of student movements still
are non-Niolent., Nonetheless there have. been instances this past year when

violence was:not Onlythreatened, but:actually carried out.

willing to Underneath the epithets, strong language

and .confronting and intimidating behavior _there must be a willingness -_to nego-

tiate with the. establishment: Naturally it is highly desirable that such nego-

:.tiations take:place in a. setting most favorable to the revoluticinary,-In colleges
this is .often .amass meeting at which the "negotiations "' .are stipposed.to be

conducted. ,You.can:imaginelaw, such an atmosphere would be towdrd:any constrilltive

.discussion.of issues. =

e

SixtitLeathe pressure during the negotiations. Assuming the establishment

,wdoes, not fall into the trap of negotiation in an atmosphere of threat and intimi-
dation, but rather insists such a meeting take place around a table outside sight
=and sound-afthe masses, it is still important to keep up the pressuie by main-.

oa

. ; '1
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tainifik the ''gtrikeimsif:-in,; or occupation of a..building..
:: : .1 %

Seventh, maintain throughout the negotiation the legitimacy of all demands.
It is impoiCade ici maintaining the solidarity af.the group not to "give-in" on
any demands. The "non-negotiability" of certain-demands is.therefore emphasized.
This and ihe cithei rhetoric used-in the demands is often directedmore toward
hcilialrig the group than impressing'the establishment.

a ree.to some concessions and make a "tem orar " settlement.
Agree to those demands that are realistic and reasonable (and in:thecase,of,the
college student it is very easy to agree that a number of the grievances expregsed
by students are legitimate). But it is important to end the negotiations:on the

" note that students are unhappy. with the settlement and will therefore be, back-to
deal with the establishment later. Thus the pressure is continued..on the etab-
lishment.
, .

Ninth, tell:the group we won and we lost.' Announce success on thcsefssUes
where the establishment "capitulated." But stress the long list of demands where
the establishment failed to yield. This -has the effect of .maintaining the group

and keeping the movement going, to tork on the unfinished -business.

the process on a ,modified list of demands. Those demands that

.no "longer h-Oe:ciiirencY in maintaining group support are quietly abandoned.
moir41.:viable demands designed to attract new followers while maintaining .the

solidarity of the. exiSting §roup are added to the list. Armed with an.old and new
set of demands the reVolutiOn begins anew with fresh troops and an even,more.,dedi-

cated group of followers.

It be- emphasized. --an itipprtant distinction-exists between revolutionary

_strategies -in.thiS-cotintry and those that have taken place in the Communist and

la4st'dO'Untries in-other parts of the world. With the exception-of the very
small Wid of anarchists, nilhilists and-radical revolutionaries who are bent

.,u

tactics
thsYste.M.-cif education in this -country, both the early labor

liadtiCS14011'aiithe.mdre recent revolutionary, tactics- in higher education. have
been -Characietfierb'y' no intention of taking over. In marked contrast are the
revoliiadnarY:ta'CtiCs-of the Communist and Facist movements elsewhere where there

has beeti-e'verkiri.fentibn- of taking over-: Cur college students generally.have
no interest in-idnhing the university.or.managing it. They do very. much want to
change it and they very much want to be a part of the change and have an oppor-
tunity- to-influtfite'decisions, but they are not so naive-as to believe that the
colleges would Whetter run by eighteen to twenty year olds, than they are learned
IacUlty-dridtrained professionals.7

S. ; ;

'This- systematic-pattern. of revolutionary tactics has become relatively,
widespread in this country dutint the past three or four years at colleges and
universities across the country. Only where there is violence do we hear about

.

it through the news media. The great bulk of peaceful confrontations quietly
go on; the:Univergity responds in-constructive ways; the students in turn respond
constructively and progress is made toward needed change in higher education.

B. College administrators were not hired to be field commanders. The style
ofstudent-revoit'and diSruption calls for advance:planning and prepaation, .
quick thinking, quick reacting, and precision in execution of decisions.. It also
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calls for the ability to, when needed, carry out decisions with a proper and suf-
ficient number of law enforcement officers from campus, as well as off campus.

By and large, college administrators are drawn from the ranks of the faculty.
Most are professors. Professors are a breed unto themselves. They believe in
thinking, reflecting, researching, debating, but they do not often have to decide.
Decisions they do make as administrators are largely not of this urgent, confronting
nature, but can be thou3htthrough after considerable consultation with others
prior to arriviftis ct a decision. Most college administrators are not trained or
prepared to make command decisions in emergencies.

It amazes, if not amuses executives from business and industrial organizations
that there is no career line to the top in higher education. The plain fact of the
matter is that more often than not the problems of management and administration
in higher education are in the hands of amateurs. It is not at all surprising
to see a description such as the following as a guideline for a search committee
to screen candidates for the-administrative post of dean as follows:

"N reputable teacher-scholar who" never thought
'of becoming an administrator before."

This reflects the arrogant, often elitist attitude toward management and adminis-
tration held by many faculty. It is a common practice, for-instance,.to pass.
around the chairmanship of an academic department, on some rotation basip. Professors
don't like to deal with the unpleasantness associated with administration particu-
larly in making decisions. They don't want to be bothered with such mundane
matters.

'C. College administrators: lack authority and power. The third obstacle in
the:way of acting effectively-and decisively in time of crisis is that college
administrators have less authority and power than is supposed. During the past
two or three decades faculties have increasingly become much .more interested in
policy making and have asserted their power and influence within the univeristy.
As a consequence administrative officers often find themselves without the necessary
power and authority to make the critical decisions necessary in the type of crises
we are confronted with today. The "forgotten men and women" Logan Wilson said,
"have been the administrators. Their responsibility has been enlarged and at the
same time their authotity-to discharge it has been undermined."10

A properly organized faculty or student government can legislate but neither
can play an administrative role. -On many campuses both student and faculty.
governments have demonstrated their impotence in the face of disruption. Once
the trouble starts about all they do is pass resolutions which the radicals can
gleefully ignore. If the administration is denied the power to act no one acts
and the situation rapidly deteriorates into anarchy.

"To put the matter as bluntly as .possible," Roger Heyns, Chancellor of the
'Berkeley campus of the 'University of California recently said, "I feel that is
is necessary to give more power and effective responsibility to college and

10 toganyilson, "A Few Kind Words for-Academic:Administrators," Educational
RedOrd, Winter, 1969.

II



university administrators at all levels. I emphasize at all,levels, lest anyone
think I might mean centralization :of power in a top executive."11

D. Faculty indecision. The fourth factor has been the inability of many
faculties to make up their mir_d on setting policies and delegating authority to
administrators. There exists a wide schism among faculties ran how the administration
should handle disruption. The increased size of institutions has made faculty
government processes cumbersome. Change comes at-an.incredibly glacial rate. For
instance on one campus it took three and one half years of study, debate and
persuasion before the faculty agreed to allow students to sit on the Committee
on Student Life.

As a result of these difficulties the country is full of wounded college
presidents and deans who would love to beat a hasty, if not graceful exit. No
wonder, there are more than 300 colleges and universities seeking a president and
almost that many looking flor.a dean of students!

In 1960 the AmericaA Council on Education reported the average number of
years for a college president to _serve as between ten. and, eleven... In 1968 the
median _tenure was justiljunder six years: Wilson concludes, 7only.the.Holy
Trinity could match, the qualifications set forth by most institutions in their
searches'for academic presidents. Once on the job there simply is not. enough
hours in the day or administrators to do all the things their varied constituents
expect of.them 111i2

.

VI. Inability of the University to Discipline Promptly
and Effectively

Why have the colleges in recent years been seemingly so ineffective in
dealing with the discipline:of student disruptors? They have been accused of
becoming bogged down in procedures, interminable delays and watered down
decisions - all of which seem to make no sense whatever to a public who want
stern and:proMpt action. College alumni, who recall the efficient and simplistic

-manner.in,-which deans of men of a decade or two ago could summarily suspend or
dismiss students from the collegel'are appalled at what they consider the inability
of college'discipline committees toiMake prompt decisions.

What has happened? The answer is not only have students, often with the support
of faculty, brought increasing pressure on the university to have student-faculty
discipline-bodies determine serious cases of student disciplinei-the courts them-
selves haVenhanded down a number of important decisisons in the past-decade that
take it clear'lligl:er education must observe- certain minimum amenities of procedural
due process-i- -The courts are saying that the right to make a living is now linked
with a-college education; therefore, a college education must be viewed very much

-like a property right the deprivation of which cannot be ordered without due
process. Hence, in any serious.case of student discipline that might lead- to
separating the student from theinniversity the institution. is obligedto fulfill
certain requirements of due-proceSS that must include at-least the following:

, . :

11 Roger Heyns in Stress and -Campus'; Resnonse,G. K. Smith (ed), Jossey-Bass,
San Francisco, 1969.

12 Wilson, loc. cit.
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1. The student should be given adequate notice in
writing of the specific ground or grounds and
the nature of the evidence on which the disci-
plinary proceedings are based.

2. The student should be given an opportunity for
a hearing in which the disciplinary authority
provides a fair opportunity for hearing the
student's position, explanations and evidence.

3. No disciplinary action should be taken on
grounds which are not supported by any
subStantial evidence.13

'These court actions have all but stopped colleges from invoking summary suspen-
sion or dismissals, although a temporary suspension for just cause is still permit-ted. Accordingly colleges are revising their disciplinary procedures and have been
experiencing considerable difficulty in being able to make these work properly.
Lawyers, intervening on behalf of students, have complicated attempts to conductsome kind of reasonable proceeding that is within the bounds of fair play and atthe same time does not permit it to take on the features of a court. Colleges,even those with law schools, just are hot equipped to function as courts.

In sum, colleges are experiencing considerable difficulty in being able to
properly adapt from the traditional in loco parentis (in the place of the parent)discipline to the much more legalistic and formalistic procedures now required.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?

I. A Preventive Program of Crisis Intervention"
and Conflict Management Must be Developed

`:'Teams of faculty and student development staff should be available and know-ledgeable when called upon. to work directly with those planning the demonstration
disruption, attemptirigto'Influence the outcome in such a way as- to be most

productive while avoiding any violence-or disruptive tactics. Effective.staff and
faculty intervention and influence has stemmed many potentially dangerous situationsand. channeled them into peaceful, constructive demonstrations or activities.

Crisis intervention and conflict management teams need special training andspecial adVance preparation. Here it must be emphasized that the intent of a
preventive program is not to "put down" rebellions; we are educational institutions
not police forces. Rather the intent is to exert legitimate influence on thosewho plan demonstrations. host movements and demonstrations are usually not in-
tended "just for the hell of it, but have a serious purpose in mind and a point ofbe 'made. In those - instances when the point is legitimate the efforts of the..

crisrs intervention teams is not just to-stop the group from disrupting.--although
this is certainly important - but to assist the group in making their protest
effective within the ground rules set by the university for peaceful expressionand assembly. The influence of crisis intervention teams has often resulted in
more moderate, yet more effective tactics used by" student activists in order to

13 United States District Court for the Western District of flissouri, en banc.Memorandum of Opinion on Student Learning, 1963.
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achieve certain types of educal-ional reform within a university.

II. Deal Decisively with Disruption

Before anything can be done toward overcoming the difficvlties discussed
above it is essential to establish orderly processes in the academy. As Sidney
Hook observed, "order is possible without justice, but justice is impossible
without order."14

The -fir6f step is to'establish and widely-disseminate policies on student
freedoui of expression and 'peaceful assembly. Such policies must make cleer the
College position on these vitai issues, including what constitutes a violation of
the policies and the punishment that may bd assessed against violators. Second,

explicit administrative plans and procedures must be developed for coping with small
and large demonstrationS in crdcr to maintain the policies, as well as to deal with
violations. The failure of many institutions to deal. effectively with student
disruption has been around maintaining the naive hope that "that sort of thing
won't happen here" or not taking these plans seriously enough to work them out in
s%.:ficint detail to anticipate the various reactions that might be expected from
disruptors. The largei:'-iht group the more rilaborate the plan must be. Close
liaison must be establititied-ialth law enforcement agencies for assistance when and

lihereneeded. Decisions must tie made about who is in charge under. what conditions
When-Outside law enforcement agencies are utilized. . f.

III. When Action is Metesiary, Act Quickly and Decisively.

One cannot merely threaten to suspend students or threaten arrest. When the
decicicn is made to act the action must be decisive. Across the country radicals
have been betting (and winning) the administration would be confused and unable to
act when confronted'with-ae"Monstrations or disruptions. The longer radicals.can
disrupt; hold a building, the greater the likelihood of their success. As Professor
Hook observed, "both at Berkeley and Columbia failure to act decisively at.the
first disruption of university functions undoubtedly contributed to the student's
expectations that they could escal:---m the lawlessfies's with impunity."15 At

Columbia students held a beil.eling for several days, each day increasing their
numbers and support of students and some faculty for the issue they were using
as an excuse to occupy the building.

In contrast, at ColoradO State University, students occupied a classroom
building one morning in November, 1968, sometime before four a.m. By six. a.m.

the building was surrounded by University police, preventing any additional persons
from gaining access. By seven a.m. all had been given notice of suspension._
By 8:40 a.m. all were arrested and in jail. Since the building was to have been
opened for business and classes at 7:45 a.m., the disruption essentially lasted
less than one hour.

Naturally, this ability to respond so quickly and decisively was: no accident.
The administration had beg-tn dc: eloping plans for handling disruption shortly after

,,the 1964 ocCupation:of Sproul Hall at Berkeley. These' plans have been reviewed

and modified at'i'4ular intervals.

14 Hook, loc. cit.

15 Hook, loc. cit.
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Whenever a demonstration is imminent a planning session is held to review

plans and procedures on how the univ ersity will respond, including the crisis
intervention and preventive effort. Because it is important for the planners

to advertise in order to enlist numerical support, with rare exceptions there is

advance knowledge-of demonstrations.

Having tested the ability of the university to respond to a major disruption,

the same radical group attempted to test the University response to a modified

tactic. Four days after the abortive building occupation students sat-in the

Administration Building but were careful to observe the univeristy peaceful
assembly policies 'by not occupying private offices or otherwise interferring with

business in the building. The test of the limits came when they refused to end

their peaceful sit-in at the time the building was to be closed. "After all,"

they argued, "We are here to demonstrate against the war. We are peaceful. We

are not bothering anyone. What is wrong with our staying in the building after

it is closed. This is only a minor univeristy rule that is being violated and,

the cause we advbcate makes this unimportant."

The University did not yield to this tactic. Demonstrators were given

notice to leave or face suspension and arrest. Host left, but eleven stayed to

be suspended and arrested, booked and released from the premises. The following

day'a similar sit-in took place. When given notice to leave at the closing.hour

or be suspended and arrested, all left. The same exercise was repeated the fol-

lowing day with the same result. The point had been made: the predictability

of the univeristy to act had been established. Later during the Spring of 1969

there took place a series of confrontations and sit-ins by minority students who

Were making demands for increasing the numbers of Black and Mexican-American

-students-in the university and developing some special programs for minority

students. Thanks partly to effective staff and faculty crisis intervention that

led to a series of effective negotiations the confrontations were peaceful and

most of the demands were met. There was no violence although there wEre some

very tense moments.

IV. Develop*Orderly Disciplinary Procedures and Processes

-Documents prepared by a number of national associations in consultation

with the legal fraternity and the American Civil Liberties Union are, available

to assist any college in developing a system of orderly due process. It is not

necessary that courtroom procedures be adopted, nor is it appropriate. The func-

tion of the university is to teach. Student discipline is a vital function of the

teaching' process. It is not the function of the university to assume the respon-

sibility of the court.

It iS'important that the student-faculty hearing committee system be set

up in a way to permit alternate hearing bodies to function in the event there

is a need to discipline a substantially large group of students. Experience at

Colorado State University during the Fall of 1968 in disciplining 164 students

made urgent the'need to develop such flexibility. The result as to establish

a student-faculty discipline panel of 23 members from which it is possible to

draw as many as three hearing committees that can meet concurrently to handle

large numbers if necessary.
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A DECADE OF DRAMATIC CHANGE

Once having dealt with the question of who is in charge and maintaining orderon the campus, the university can and must turn without delay to the question ofeducational reform. For surely we have entered into a period of the most dramatic;
agonizing and rapid change in the history of higher education.

Dealing with disruption is only dealing with the symptom. Student unrestis not only not going away, it is increasing. The unrest in the junior and seniorhigh schools is adequate testimony to this fact. "One of the ironies of highereducation," President Bowen remarked, "is that we have been through our greatestera of growth and developmentutve not captured the enthusiasm of our under-graduates."16 The enthusiasm and drive of students for needed change iii highereducation need to be converted into productive and creative forces for change.The recent Xerox survey indicated that about 38% of our college students areclassified as moderate reformers. Those who recognize the need for change inhigher education must become activists in eliciting a commitment from this moderatereform group to get actively involved, not only in the processes of student gov-ernment but in educational reform itself. The best way to deal with irresponsi-bility is to confront the irresponsible with the necessity to be responsible.Students have not failed to heed the call in the past. There is every reason tobelieve they will rally to such a call in the future.

Finally there is the long range problem of what to do about the hugs numberof students who come to college with no real understanding of the purposes forwhich they are there. A way must be found to make college more purposeful formost if not all students who enter. It is this purposelessness that has addedfuel to the student unrest of this decade.

As a partial answer to this problem the idea of a universal service draftfor all men and women who reach their eighteenth birthday or graduate from highschool has much merit. Such a system could provide a variety of options rangingfrom military service to work in hospitals, social agencies, in the ghettos, inthe country, in the forests, in foreign countries, in Peace Corps and VISTA
type activities, in government agencies even in public school systems. Theseexperiences would help our youth develop an understanding of, and a commitmentto their nation and to the society of which they are a part - a commitment they
can rarely get from studying about social problems while in college. A year orso in one of these areas of service will also put the student into a situationwhere he must take on an increasingly adult role and adult responsibilities.Consequently, a decision is more likely to be made by those serving about whetherthey should or should not go to college. If the decision is yes the students areapt to be much more clear on why and where he is going. Such a system would makecolleges a much more adult -- oriented type of institution where students would be -and properly so - treated as adults, not merely as over-grown children.

The challenge of change cannot and must not be avoided by higher education.We have the means. We have the desire. We have the know how. We have not turnedenough attention to our own processes of being effective institutions functionally,managerially, administratively and creatively in and outside the classroom. Wemust get on with the task,

16 Bowen, loc. cit.


